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Theatre productions In 2008, it was announced that Herzog would direct for the show Deuce, a "musical theatre piece about the comedy house of prostitution". The show ran from May until July and was "not successful" according to director Herzog. References Category:American dramatists and playwrights Category:American male screenwriters Category:American theater managers and producers Category:Living
people Category:People from Johannesburg Category:Year of birth missing (living people) Category:English dramatists and playwrightsSuch a continuous crating system is known from PCT/US96/10935 and one similar embodiment is known from PCT/NL98/00508. By crating apparatus of this type, large batches of containers may be handled which may be en bloc crated, for example, in semi-finished form. The

container batches comprise a relatively large number of different containers for the same product or different products. The continuous crating apparatus is a conveyor system equipped with crating devices which are arranged transversely of the conveyor system. In the known crating apparatus, the containers are basically of the same shape and depth and they are suitably slotted to receive and hold the crating elements
between the container and the crating apparatus. It has become apparent, however, that the stacking of the crated containers, such as occurs when a number of crated containers are loaded into a container ship or similar, is not always satisfactory. The containers sometimes stack up unevenly, although the most important factors, for example, the manner of loading and the shape of the containers, have been taken into

account. The most important of these factors, the manner of loading and the shape of the container, are of course variable from container to container. When there are a lot of containers to be placed on a ship, the containers may be placed in crated layers, and if the containers are stacked unevenly the layers may have to be re-arranged before loading. This re-arrangement is not only expensive, but may also cause
problems due to the fact that the crated container is then no longer superposed and stable and may then fall off during transport. The shape of the container itself may also affect the stacking. The dimensions of the container may vary from container to container, thus, the way in which a container is held and crated determines the surface on which it rests and this determines the way in
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